There has been a discrepancy between values of the pion-nucleon sigma term extracted by two different methods for many years. Analysis of recent high precision pion-nucleon data has widened the gap between the two determinations. It is argued that the two extractions correspond to different quantities and that the difference between them can be understood and calculated.
Introduction
The sigma term is directly related to explicit chiral symmetry breaking in the nucleon. The conventional view has been that its value can be obtained by either an extrapolation of the isospin zero pion-nucleon scattering amplitude to a defined subthreshold point or by comparing masses of members of the baryon octet. There has long been a problem that the two determinations do not result in the same value.
The value extracted from the comparison of masses (Σ M ) is commonly thought to be around 35 MeV while the value of the sigma term extracted from pion-nucleon scattering (Σ S ) was given by Koch as 64 ± 8 MeV [1] using dispersion analysis and the Karlsruhe-Helsinki phase shifts. While this difference was disturbing, there were theoretical corrections to be made and the pion-nucleon data at that time were not of high quality, especially at low energy.
It was suggested that the difference could be interpreted as evidence for a large component of strangeness in the nucleon [2, 3] . Estimates of the strangeness content from the strange meson cloud give around 7.6% [4] . From neutrino induced reactions the strangeness content has been reported as 6.4 %[5] and 9.9 % [6] (although corrections to these numbers may be significant [7] ), making the 20% required for this explanation of the discrepancy questionable.
The πN data base has been improved recently (see Ref. [8] for an analysis). New sigma-term extractions with this data, however, did not reduce the discrepancy, but increased it.
Kaufmann and Hite [9] used interior and fixed t dispersion relations to map out the subthreshold amplitude. They obtained a value of Σ S = 88 ± 15 MeV. Recently Olsson and Kaufmann [10] , using Olsson's sum rule, found Σ S = 80 − 90 MeV. Pavan [11] reported on a study using the newest VPI/GWU [12] analysis of data which found Σ S = 79 ± 7 MeV.
Modern estimates give a 15 MeV reduction [13, 14, 15, 16] for the correction for the finite value of t at the Cheng-Dashen point. It has been suggested that, based on PCAC, this correction may be too large [17] . Lattice calculations [18] give a decrease of 6.6 MeV. The value of the sigma term extracted from pion-nucleon scattering would appear to be 85 − 15 = 70 ± 7 MeV, or perhaps somewhat greater.
It is the aim of this paper to suggest that the discrepancy discussed above can be understood if the effect of the light-quark condensate is taken into account. This condensate creates an energy density throughout free space with the common belief that it is zero within confining regions, such as the interior of a baryon. As the normal theory is adjusted for the change in the energy zero in free space this absence of the condensate in the nucleon effectively gives a contribution to the baryon mass which is unrelated to its structure (other than the volume). Since the light quark condensate is proportional to the light quark mass it will give a contribution to the sigma term which is equal to its contribution to the mass of the baryon (in particular the nucleon) from explicit chiral symmetry breaking. This correction is investigated from several points of view in what follows.
The Role of the Condensate
The evaluation of the sigma commutator with the use of an effective Lagrangian [19] shows it to be proportional to the nucleonic expectation value ofqq = 1 2 (ūu +dd), where the light quark mass difference has been
In a theory with spontaneous symmetry breaking one must modify the commonly used definition
where the state |N> is interpreted as a system which is localized in space within a nucleonic volume. Since outside this region < N |qq(x)|N >→< 0|qq(x)|0 >, a constant, the integral diverges. To obtain a finite result one can follow several authors [20, 21, 22, 23] to define
To estimate the size of the vacuum correction within the nucleon, consider the model of the nucleon as a constant density over a sphere of radius R and volume V and rewrite the last equation as
A nucleon averaged value can be defined as
It is common to assume that the condensate is zero inside the nucleon so that only that part which depends on the structure of the baryon remains. The GOR [24] relation leads to the expression
where f π is the pion decay constant (92.4 MeV).
With the definition
one can write Eq. 3 as
While the second term may seem unfamiliar, on might remember that the sigma term obtained from the linear sigma model [25] depends only on the vacuum expectation value of the sigma field (often identified withqq).
Scattering from a Bubble of Perturbative Vacuum
As a direct illustration of the effect of the vanishing condensate in the interior of the nucleon on pion-nucleon scattering, consider a "bubble" model for the s-wave π 0 p (i.e. isospin even) scattering amplitude in which the pion wave function satisfies a Klein-Gordon (KG) equation. Outside of the bubble of radius R the pion has momentum, mass, and energy given by k, µ, and ω = k 2 + µ 2 . Within the bubble, the interaction of the pion with the components of the structure is represented by a constant, energy-independent potential, v which will be introduced as the fourth component of a Lorentz four-vector. The effect of the vanishing of the condensate will be modeled by setting the pion's effective mass to zero in this region which can be done by choosing an appropriate Lorentz scalar potential s. The KG equation inside the sphere is
where k 0 is the wave number in the interior. By taking s = µ the mass term is eliminated. To evaluate v, the requirement is imposed that the scattering amplitude vanish at threshold (suggested by the data and chiral symmetry), which requires that the inner and outer momenta be equal at this point (k 0 = k = 0) and establishes the value of v as µ thus leading to
The scattering amplitude corresponding to the lowest order solution of the KG equation (good to a few percent over the energy range considered here) is given by
where the arrow indicates evaluation at ω = 0 (a very good approximation to its value at the Cheng-Dashen point). Agreement of this expression with the low energy amplitude [8] is obtained for R around 0.75 fm. One can consider the two effects (pion mass zero and the potential v = µ) as generating separate amplitudes (equal at ω = 0) obtained by setting, in turn, s or v to zero. These two amplitudes add to give the result of Eq. 10 indicating that the vacuum subtraction term and the term arising from scattering from the components of the nucleon should give equal contributions to the sigma term. With the factor 4πf 2 π , δ is reproduced by the amplitude arising from the effect of the zero mass of the pion alone.
Extraction of the Sigma Term from the Baryon Masses
Consider the determination of the sigma term from baryonic mass differences. From Gasser [26] , to lowest order in the quark mass,
where P x = V < n|xx|n > and |n> is the neutron state vector. M 0 represents the mass of the baryon in the limit of zero quark masses. Neglecting the strangeness content of the nucleon and taking the appropriate combination of the masses to eliminate M 0 , Eqs. 11-13 can be solved for the combination P u + P d . Applying the equation
to Eq. 11 yields [27] 
which corresponds to the first term in Eq. 7. The numerical value results from an assumed quark mass ratio of m s /m q = 25. Cheng and Li [19] (see Eq. 5.257) obtain a similar result,
No shift of the masses for the vacuum energy density was considered in this analysis, but if it were the masses would all be shifted by the same amount and the shift would not appear in the final expression. Gasser calculated [26] a correction from higher orders in the quark mass of about 10 MeV (although see Ref. [28] ). Thus, the corrected value from the mass analysis is
A comparison of Eqs. 7 and 15 yields
To calculate the expected value of δ, the volume of the confinement region of the nucleon needs to be known. One estimate of this radius can be obtained from form factors for pion coupling. For a monopole form factor, a mass of 800 MeV to 1 GeV was found [29] . The volumes corresponding to these values lead to a vacuum contribution in the range δ = 22.7 to 43.2 MeV. From a lattice calculation of the distribution of valence quarks [30] the equivalent square radius of 0.65 fm can be obtained, leading to δ=25.0 MeV. Using the value of R found in the "bubble" model above δ is found to be 38 MeV.
Bag Models
The same physics appears in the bag model where it is supposed that there is an energy density, B, inside the bag which exerts a pressure tending to enlarge the bag. B is normally treated as a parameter to be fit in the process of matching the model to the data. The exclusion of the physical vacuum energy density from the cavity provides the same effect as an energy density within the bag. In theories in which the bag constant is calculated from such considerations [31, 32] it can be broken into chiral symmetry conserving and breaking parts,
where B χSB is given by Eq. 5. The attempt to identify the vacuum energy density with the bag constant has a long history (see e.g. [31, 32, 33] ). The difficulty in making a credible identification has been that the contribution gluons to the vacuum energy density appears to be much larger than the empirical bag constants (Table I ) whereas the energy density due to the light quark condensate is of the same order. Whatever the resolution of this problem, there seems to be general agreement as to the inclusion of the light quark condensate term in the vacuum energy density.
In bag models the mass of the nucleon is given by
A number of calculations have been made based on this formula [40, 41, 42, 4] where the sigma term was obtained from the first term representing the valence and sea quarks. The contributions from these two component scattering terms were found to be roughly equal and add to give a contribution to the sigma term of 35 to 45 MeV. Applying Eq. 14 to the second term, as well as the first, the additional δ contribution arises naturally in these models. Note that spontaneous symmetry breaking (non-zero < 0|qq|0 >), explicit symmetry breaking (m q = 0) and a finite size nucleon (V = 0) are all needed for this correction. Any theory which does not include all three will find zero for δ. Thus, a non-zero value of the condensate is required and the difference in the two determinations of the sigma term might be taken as an indication of its existence. Chodos et al. [34] 27.0 Chodos and Thorn [35] 32.1 Barnhill et al. [36] 39.5 DeGrand et al. [37] 57.6, 31.8 (l) Chanowitz and Sharpe [38] 27-66 Vasconcellos et al. [39] 20 (l) 
